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1. It has long been realized that the theory of topological dynamics has direct and 
important applications to autonomous differential equations, but this theory is not 
well developed as a powerful technique in applications to nonautonomous differential 
equations. However, quite recently G. R. SELL [3] has shown that there is a way 
of viewing the solutions of nonautonomous differential equations as a dynamical 
system. This view point is very general and includes all differential equations satis­
fying only the weakest hypotheses. In particular, he has shown that the solutions of 
every admissible differential equation x = / (x , f), defined on FF x R, can be viewed 
as a local dynamical system n defined on the phase space W x F*^, where Wis an 
open set in R" and F*^ is the "hull" of/. 
Our aim in this paper is to extend the phase space of the local dynamical system n 
by defining the prolongational set D*, and investigate sufficient conditions for sta­
bility of solutions of the given differential equation and the corresponding set of 
hmiting equations. This would generalize most of the results of G. R. Sell in [3] 
and [4], as the phase space in our case contains W x F*^. 
Section 2 deals with preliminaries and basic lemmas. Section 3 is devoted for the 
extension of local dynamical system TI on If x F*^ to one on Ж x Dj.ln Section 4, 
we obtain sufficient conditions to establish a number of results on stability of solu­
tions of the given differential equation and the corresponding set of limiting equations 
in terms of Lyapunov functions. A simple example is constructed to illustrate the 
results. 
2. Let If be an open set in R'\ the euchdean w-space. Let Я"̂  = [0, oo) and R~ = 
n 
= ( - 0 0 , 0]. For any x e Я", |x| = ^ |xj|. We shall say that a function f : W x R-^ 
1=1 
-> R" is admissible if (i) / is continuous, and (ii) the solutions of the differential 
equation 
(2-1) x=f{x,t) 
are unique. By the second condition we mean that given any point (XQ, ^O) inWxR, 
there is precisely one solution ф of (2.1) that satisfies ф{to) = XQ. Let С = C(W x R, 
jR") denote the set of all continuous functions / defined on W x R with values in JR". 
It is evident that i f / e С is an admissible function, then every translate/^ of/, where 
Д х , t) = f{x, t + T), is an admissible function. Now let C* = С*(Ж x jR, Я") 
denote the class of all admissible functions / defined on W x R with values in R". 
It is known [3, Theorem 1] that the mapping n^ : С x R -^ C, defined by 7i*(/, т) = 
= / , , is a dynamical system on C, when С has the compact open topology. Therefore, 
it is evident that тг* : C* x i^ -> C*, the restriction of тс* on С* с С is also a dy­
namical system on C*. Let ^ be a metric which generates the compact open topology 
on С 
L e t / e C * . Define positive prolongational set D^ and positive prolongational 
limit set Jf o f / a s follows: 
Df = {g e С : there is a sequence {/„] in C* and a sequence {t^} in R^ such that 
fn -^ /and7i*( /„ , r„)->ö'}, 
Jf = {g e С : there is a sequence {/„} in C* and a sequence {̂ „} in JR"̂  such that 
fn-^Ltn-^ + 00, and 7г*(/„, 0 -> é^}. 
Similarly, we define negative prolong ational set DJ and negative prolong ational 
limit set J J o f / b y considering the sequence {t„] in jR~. Let Df = Df и DJ, 
We say that the function/G С* is Dj-regular if and only if every g e DJ is admis­
sible. 
Remark 2.1. It is clear that, for any / e C*, the co-Hmit set (2* cz Jf and Df = 
= F и Jf, where F = {/̂  : т e K"^}. Further, i f / i s D*-regular, t hen / i s regular [3]. 
We need the following lemmas in our subsequent discussion. 
Lemma 2.1. Given he Jf and s > 0, there exist a function g e C^ and a real 
number т = т(г) > О such that д{/, g) < e and Q{h, g^) < s. 
Proof. Let he Jj and e > О be given. From the definition of j / , there exist 
sequences {/„} G С*, {t„} E R'^, such tha t /„ -> / , r„ -> oo, and 7i*(/„, t^) -> h. There­
fore, it follows that Q{f,f„) < s for all n ^ iVi(e), and ^(/z, 7г*(/„, ^„)) < г for all 
n ^ ^2(^)- Let N = max(iVi,iV2)- Choose fN = g and f̂  == т. Then, obviously 
or G C*, Q{f, g) < e, and ^(/z, ̂ f̂ ) < e« This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.2. If f e C*, then (i) J j is closed and invariant subset of C, and (ii) Df 
is closed and positively invariant subset of C. 
Proof, (i) Let {g„} be a sequence in Jf with g„ -> g. We prove that g e Jf. By 
definition, for each integer K, there are sequences {/^} G С* and { f̂} G ^ ^ such 
t h a t / ^ -^ f,t^ -^ + cx), and n^(fn, t^) -^ 9к- We may assume by taking subsequences 
if necessary that t^ > K, Q{ff,J) й l\K, and о(7г*(/„^, гЦ g^) й Щ for n ^ К. 
Now consider the sequences {/,"}, {f„}. Obviously {/^} e C* and fl -> / , f„-^ +00. 
Hence 
Q{9, n%fl t:)) й Q{g. Qn) + Q{9n. n%fl 0 ) й Q{9. ^„) + " • 
n 
Since g,, -> g, we have 7r*(/;j, "̂) -> Ö'- Thus g e Jf. This shows that Jjî" is closed in С 
To prove that Jf is invariant, let g e Jf and т e jR be given. Then, there exist 
sequences {/„} e C* and {(„} e î "̂  such that f„ -^ f, t„ -^ +00, and 7i;*(/„, „̂) -> 0̂ . 
Now consider the sequence {t„ + т}. Clearly „̂ + т -> +00, and 7г*(/„, „̂ + т) = 
= 71*(я*(/„, f„), T) -> 7i*(öf, T). Since /„ -> / , we have 7i*(ér, т) e Jf. As т E R is ar­
bitrary, it is celar that Jf is invariant. 
The proof of (ii) is similar and hence omitted. 
Remark 2.2. Analogous results hold for DJ and JJ. 
3. Let / e C* and F = {f, : т e R}. For each point p = {x, g) in X = W x F, 
let 7̂ , = I(x,g) be the maximal interval of definition of the solution ф{х, g, t) of 
x' = g{x, t) that satisfies ф(х, g, 0) = x. Let S = {{x, g; t) = (p; t)eX x R : t elp}, 
and define тг : S -> Z by 
(3.1) 7г(х, ö'; 0 = (^(^' д^ О' Ö^J-
It has been proved by G. R. Sell [3] that n defined by (3.1) is a local dynamical system 
on X = W X F. 
Theorem 3.1. Let fe С*(Ж x R, R") be a function that satisfies a local Lipschitz 
condition in x, where the Lipschitz constant is independent of t. Then f is D*-
regular. 
The Lipschitz condition stated above means that for every compact subset К of W, 
there is a positive constant с such that 
\f{x,t)-f{y,t)\ йс\х- y\ (xeX, yeK, t e R) . 
Proof. Let К be a compact set in If and let/^ be any translate of/. Then there is 
a positive constant с such that 
|/,(x, 0 - fr{y, 01 = | / ( ^ ' t + T ) - f{y, ^ + T)| ^ c\x - y\ , 
for all X and у in К and all t in R. In other words, every translate of/ satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition with the same Lipschitz constant. Now let heJf, Then by 
Lemma 2.1, given s > 0 there exist a function g e C* and a real number т = т(г) > О 
such that g{f, g) < г and ^(/z, g^ < e. 
Let / be any compact set in R and let Г = {t + т : t el}. Then M = К x I and 
M' = К X Г are compact sets in W x R. Since the metric Q generates the topology 
of uniform convergence on compact sets (this topology is the same as the compact 
open topology on C(W X R, jR") [1, pp. 186 and 230]), there is a nonnegative 
function /(M'; e) such that l(M'; e) -> 0 as e ->> 0, and 
sup {|/(x, t) - g{x, t)\ : (x, t) e M'} й 1{М'; s), 
whenever/e C(W x R, R") and д{/, g) < s. (The function / depends o n / , which is 
fixed for our argument). Thus if ^( / , g) < s, then 
|б̂ (̂ , 0 - д(у^ Ol ^ k(^' 0 - /(^' 01 + |/(^' 0 - fiy^ 01 + 
+ \f{y, 0 - 9{y^ 01 ̂  2/(M'; г) + c\x - y\ , ^ 
whenever (x, t) and (y, t) are in M\ This implies that 
|^,(^, t) - g,{y, t)\ й 2/(M'; s) + c|x - j ; | , 
whenver (x, t) and {y, t) are in M. 
Now since QQI, g^ < e, we can again construct a nonnegative function /'(M; e), 
such that l'{M\ г) ^ 0 as e -> 0, and 
sup {|/i(x, t) - gj^x, t)\ : (x, t)eM} S V{M; &). 
Therefore, we have 
|^(x, t) - h{y, t)\ й \h{x, t) - g,{x, t)\ + |ö',(x, t) - g,{y, t)\ + 
+ \9r{y, 0 - КУ^ Ol ^ 2 / X M ; г) + 2/(М'; s) + c\x - y\ , 
whenever (x, t) and (y, r) are in M. If we let s -^ 0 we get 
|/i(x, t) - h{y, t)\ й c\x - y\ {xeK, у EK, tel). 
However, since / is arbitrary we get 
|/i(x, t) - h{y, t)\ й c\x ~ y\ {x e K, у e K, t e R), 
Similarly, we can prove that every function h in J J satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
with the same Lipschitz constant as / . This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.2. Let feC^ be a Dj-regular function. Then the local dynamical 
system n on W X F defined by (3.1), can be extended to a local dynamical system 
on W X D*. The extension is given by (3.1). 
Proof. Since every he DJ is admissible, we can define the extension n by (3.1). 
It then follows that n satisfies all the properties [3, p. 247] for local dynamical system. 
4. L e t / e С*. If the positive prolongational limit set Jf is non-empty, then we 
say that the set of limitng equations for (2.1) is the set of all differential equations 
of the form 
(4.1) x ' = / * ( x , 0 , 
where f^eJf . 
In our subsequent discussion, we suppose that x{t) = x{xo,f, t) and y(t) = 
= у{Уо^/^-> 0 ^^^ ^^y ^^^ solutions of (2.1) and (4.1) with x(^o) = ^o ^^d j(?o) = Уо> 
existing for MteR'^. We shall write d{x, y) for |x — j ] . Let a function F(r, x, y) ^ 0 
be defined and continuous on the product space R^ x W x W, and suppose that it 
satisfies local Lipschitz condition in x and y. Following YOSHIZAWA [5], we define 
the function 
!)•" K(r, X, );) = Iim - [V{t + /г, x + / i /(x, r), 
й->о+ h 
y + hf%y,t))~ V{t,x,y)]. 
With respect to these functions we state the following lemma whose proof can be 
found in [2]. 
Lemma 4.1. Let the function g{t, r) be defined and continuous on R^ x R" .̂ 
Suppose further that D^ V{t, x, y) S g{U V{t, x, 3;)). 
Let r(t) be the maximal solution of the differential equation 
(4.2) r' = g{t, r) , r{to) = Го ^ 0 . 
If x{t) and y[t) are any two solutions o/(2.1) and (4.1) such that V{tQ, XQ, уо) S r^, 
then F(r, x ( 4 y{t)) ^ r{t), t ^ 0̂-
In order to unify our results on stability, we list the following conditions: 
(Cj) For each s > 0 and tQ ^ 0, there exists a positive function ô = ô{s) such 
that if d(xo, Уо) S à, then d{x{t), y{t)) < г for all t ^ ô-
(C2) For each rj > 0 and to ^ 0, there exist positive numbers ôo and T = T{rj) 
such that d(x{t), y(t)) < rj for t '^ to + T, whenever d{xo, Уо) = ^o-
(C3) The conditions (C^) and (C2) hold simultaneously. 
Remark 4.1. Corresponding to the definitions above, if we say that the scalar 
differential equation (4.2) has the property (C^S), we mean that the following con­
dition is satisfied : 
(C^S) Given e > 0 and to ^ 0 there exists a positive function ô = ô(s) such that 
the inequality Го ^ ô implies r[t) < s for all t ^ ô-
Conditions (C2S) and (C3S) may be reformulated similarly. 
Remark 4.2. We assume hereafter that the solutions r[t) of (4.2) are non-negative, 
for t ^ toy so as to ensure that g{t,r(t)) is defined. Such a requirement is clearly 
satisfied if we assume that g(t, 0) = 0 for all t. 
Further, we assume that 
(A) The function b(r) is continuous and nonincreasing in r, b{f) > 0 for r > 0, 
and b{d{x, y)) ^ V{t, x, y). 
Now we have the following main result on stability of solutions of (2.1) and (4.1). 
Theorem 4.1. Le^ the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 hold, together with (A). Suppose 
further that the scalar differential equation (4.2) satisfies one of the conditions 
(CiS), (C2S) and (C3S), then the differential systems (2.1) and (4.1) satisfy the 
corresponding one of the conditions (Cj), (C2) and (C3). 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 in [2] and hence omitted. 
Remark 4.3. Similar to Theorem 4.1, some theorems are given in [2], [5] and [6] 
for two entirely different differential systems. 
Example 4.1. (n = l) . Consider the differential equation 
(4.3) x' = f{t, x) , 
where/(^, x) = —x — x^e~^\ Choose/„(^, x) = —x — x^e~^^ — x^tjn, and {t„] = 
= {n}. Then, we have 7г*(/„, t„) = -x - x^e'^^''^"^ - x^(t + n)/n. Therefore, 
/*(f, x) = —x — x^, where f^eJf. Let V{t, x, y) = x^ + y^. Then the condition 
(A) is clearly satisfied. After a little computation, we obtain D^ V(t, x, y) й 
й -2V{t,x,y), 
If we set g(t, r) = — 2r, we see that the scalar differential equation (4.2) satisfies 
conditions (CiS) and (C2S). From Theorem 4.1, we conclude therefore that the 
solutions of the differential equation (4.3) and the corresponding limiting equation 
satisfy the conditions (C^) and (C2) and hence the condition (C3). 
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